Imagine finding a Tyrannosaurus Rex while walking down the sidewalk, feeding an
Apatosaurus while visiting the library, or going to your backyard and finding yourself
face-to-face with a Velociraptor!
No, it`s not a science-fiction movie scenario. It is just an ordinary day in Australia. And
these dinosaurs are here due to the new gaming phenomenon called DinoMess.
In November 2016, Openledger ApS (Denmark) & Aetsoft (Belarus) introduced the
countries of Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines to DinoMess, as a prelude to the
soft launch, scheduled on May 15, 2017.
DinoMess is a dinosaur game unlike any other, in a whole new format, offering the user
a great adventure. It’s an app where everyone can find, capture, train and battle
dinosaurs while exploring the world around them - with the help of augmented reality.
How it works:
1. Download DinoMess Game on AppStore or Google Play.
2. Once authorized, you are directed through
3. Congratulations! You are ready to find Dinosaurs.
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Once you’ve downloaded the game for iOS or Android, all you need to do is to go
outside, and use your device to explore the world around you. Find dinosaurs of all
species and gather rewards and special bonuses.
DinoMess is more than a game. DinoMess fulfills its mission as an educational platform
as its’ built-in AR integration represents innovative opportunities for educational
institutions, as DinoMess presents informative visuals at every step, allowing students
to learn in a thrilling and educational manner. What is more, DinoMess Game provides
for daily quizzes aimed at learning the dinosaur world, which helps to reconsider the
traditional approach to education.
Developers of DinoMess have prepared many levels and scenarios complete with Player
vs. Player (PvP) online battles and DinoArenas. Players will train their dinosaurs and
compete to become first on the DinoMess Leaderboard. Moreover, the player not only
participates, but also quite often determines the gaming experiences and the overall
strategy of the game. Such options, as merging dinosaurs and creating a new powerful

creature; establishing a special laboratory for dinosaur research; using an in-build chat
for the players – these are just a few examples of the innovations, enabling DinoMess
players to adapt the application to their needs.
In future releases, the game will give businesses the opportunity to advertise using ingame ads (details can be found on the DinoMess Official Web site, Partnership Section
https://dinomess.com/partnership). With this opportunity to create new revenue
streams, DinoMess stands out from the rest of the mobile apps, delivering to businesses
a new marketing platform while offering gamers around the world entertainment and
education in an easy-to-use app.
DinoMess aims to:
1. Unite a global community of dinosaur lovers.
2. Inspire people to explore their local area in a fun and interesting way.
3. Make the educational process interactive, appealing and affordable for everyone.
4. Enrich the business environment with a new revenue stream utilizing augmented
reality mechanisms.
About us:
The DinoMess Team has over three years of front-end development, providing B2B and
B2C solutions for a multitude of successful projects. With more than 20 years of
experience in creating edutainment solutions connected to creating living dinosaur
exhibitions, theme park construction and virtual reality attractions, we have high levels
of confidence and know-how in the decisions we make.
We do believe that DinoMess is well on the way to becoming a global phenomenon, one
that fits perfectly into the interests and activities of the generations who are leading the
trends these days.

